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It is puzzling that links between Gandhian social philosophy and recent conflict resolutionlnegotiation
literature, especially given the latter'sGandhian 'flavour',have received so little scholarly attention.
While there seems to be no direct causallink between the two bodies of knowledge, conflict resolution
literaturein the guise of modern problem-solvingand win-win (as opposed to power-basedand zerosum) approachesleading to integrativeconflict resolution (as opposed to mere compromise and distributive outcomes) strongly echoes Gandhi'sown writings and the analysesof some Gandhi scholars.
This is especiallytrue in the case of non-mainstreamwritings that see conflict resolution techniques as
potentially being about more than the solution of immediate problems, that see a broaderpersonaland
societal transformationas the ultimate goal. This article explores these connections and argues that
Gandhian satyagrahashould be squarelylocated within conflict resolution discourse.

Introduction
Many celebrated peace activists and Nobel
Peace Prize recipients have acknowledged
their intellectual debt to Mahatma Gandhi,
and there has also been much written about
Gandhi's influence on social activists (for
example,Ingram,1990) and some writingon
his influence on the shapingof recentsignificant peace, justice and environmental
philosophies (Weber, 1999). However, it is
puzzling that possible links between Gandhian praxis and the recent conflict resolution/negotiation literaturehave received so
little attention. Gandhi was, after all, a lifelong practitionerof conducting majorpublic
conflicts and a profound conflict theorist. In
short, it could be arguedthat Gandhi should
be viewed from within conflict resolution
theory, ratherthan as being distinct from it.
The fact that this is not the case can appear
particularly puzzling to those versed in

Gandhian social philosophy who are also
familiarwith the conflict resolutionliterature
- given its Gandhian 'flavour'.
It would seem to be a reasonableassumption that Gandhi'swell-publicizedexamples
of nonviolent resistanceand the voluminous
writingson his techniquesat leastset the tone
for the later development and phenomenal
growth of conflict resolutionliteraturein the
guise of modern problem-solving and
win-win (as opposed to power-based and
zero-sum) approachesleading to integrative
conflict resolution (as opposed to mere
compromise and distributive outcomes).
However, the two bodies of knowledge concerning Gandhian satyagraha and
modern conflict resolution theory and its
practicalapplicationas spelledout in negotiation guidebooks - seem to have developed
in mutual ignorance.This raisesthe issue of
how they may enrich the field if they areseen
as partsof a largerwhole.
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Satyagrahaas the Gandhian
Approach to Conflict Resolution
Satyagrahais Gandhi'stechnique of nonviolent activism. The term has variously been
translatedas 'passiveresistance','nonviolent
resistance', 'nonviolent direct action', and
even 'militantnonviolence'(Weber,1991: 2).
For Gandhi it was not only a method of conducting conflict, it was also a way of life, of
living in Truth.
Galtung (1992: 94-96), echoing Nrss
(1974: 70-85),1 summarizesGandhi's conflict norms in such a way that at least partsof
them could almost seem to have given rise to
or been derivedfrom the integrativeconflict
resolution literature. (Other parts go well
beyond this literature into the realms of
human transcendence.)
The first norm relates to goals and conflicts, and states that one should act in conflicts (now, here, for your own group, out of
identity and out of conviction); define the
conflict well (state your goals clearly,try to
understandthe opponent's goals, emphasize
common and compatiblegoals, state conflict
relevantfactsobjectively);and have a positive
approachto the conflict (give the conflict a
positive emphasis,see it as an opportunityto
meet the opponent, as an opportunity to
transformsociety and as an opportunity to
transformthe self).
The second norm relates to conflict
struggle and enjoins one to act nonviolently
in conflicts (do not harmor hurt with words,
deeds or thoughts, do not damage property,
preferviolence to cowardice,do good even to
the evil doer); to act in a goal-consistent
manner (by including constructiveelements,
using goal-revealingforms of struggle,acting
openly ratherthan secretly,and by aiming the
struggleat the correctpoint); not to cooperate with evil (do not cooperate with evil
structures,status, action or with those who
1In turn, both N;ss's and Galtung'sbooks are basedon
theirearlierjoint book (Galtung& Ness, 1955).
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cooperatewith evil); to be willing to sacrifice
(by not escapingfrom punishmentand being
willing to die if necessary);not to polarizethe
situation (one should distinguish between
antagonisms and antagonists, between
persons and status, one should maintain
contact with opponents and have empathy
for their position, and be flexible in defining
parties and positions); not to escalate (by
remainingloyal, not provokingthe opponent
or allowing onself to be provoked, by not
humiliatingor allowingoneself to be humiliated, by not expandingthe goals of the conflict and by using the mildest forms of
conflict behaviour).
The thirdand finalnorm relatesto conflict
resolution,and it directsthat conflictsshould
be solved (do not continue the struggle
forever,alwaysseek negotiation,seek positive
social transformationand seek transformation of both the self and the opponent);that
one should insist on essentials rather than
non-essentials(do not tradewith essentials,be
willing to compromise on non-essentials);
that one should see oneself as fallible (be
aware that you may be wrong, admit your
mistakes, maintain consistency over time);
that one should be generouswith opponents
(do not exploittheirweaknesses,do not judge
them harderthan yourself, trust them); and
finally that one should aim for conversion
ratherthan coercion (seek solutions that can
be accepted by both you and the opponent,
nevercoercethe opponent, convertthe opponent into a believer of the cause, or, as
Galtung implies throughout this section, be
open to being convertedyourself).
Gandhi's own statements readily reflect
these principles: 'A satyagrahi2must never
forget the distinction between evil and the
evil-doer' (YoungIndia, 8 August 1929);3
2 A satyagrahi
is one practisingsatyagraha.

3IndianOpinion,YoungIndiaandHarijanwerenewspapers
editedby Gandhiand arethe majorsourceof his writings.
volumesof
The full articlescanbe foundin the appropriate
Gandhi(1958-1991) at the relevantdate.
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'The essence of non-violence technique is
that it seeks to liquidateantagonismsbut not
antagonists themselves' (Harijan, 29 April
1939); 'it is often forgottenthat it is neverthe
intention of a Satyagrahito embarrassthe
wrong doer'; 'The Satyagrahisobject is to
convert, not to coerce, the wrong doer'
(Harijan,25 March 1939); 'It is the acid test
of non-violence that, in a non-violent conflict, there is no rancourleft behind, and in
the end the enemies are converted into
friends'(Harijan, 12 November 1938).
In a conflict situation,for Gandhi, thereis
no other plan than the adherenceto nonviolence in thought, word and deed, and no
other goal than to reach the truth (and ultimately the Truth). Because good ends can
never grow out of bad means, the opponent
(for Gandhi there may be opponents but
neverenemies) is not forcedto exposehim or
herself to loss. There is ideally no threat,coercion or punishment. Instead, in Gandhi's
scheme, the idea is to undergo 'self-suffering'
in the belief that the opponent can be converted to seeing the truth by touching his or
her conscience, or that a clearer vision of
truth may grow out of the dialecticalprocess
for both parties.
Conflict Resolution Theory in the
Gandhian Literature

GANDHIAN PHILOSOPHY

A classicin the field of scholarlyGandhian
literature,Bondurant'sbook is subtitled The
GandhianPhilosophyof Conflict.It not only
analyses Gandhi's campaigns but also delineatesa theoreticalbackgroundthat sounds
similar to, and in some aspects goes well
beyond, the conflict resolutionliteraturethat
followed it. Bondurantpoints out that
The objectiveis not to assertpropositions,
but
to create possibilities.In opening up new
choicesandin confrontingan opponentwith
the demandthathe makea choice,the satyagrahiinvolveshimselfin actsof 'ethicalexistence'. The process forces a continuing
of one'sownmotives,anexaminexamination
ation undertakenwithin the context of
relationshipsas they are changedtowardsa
and reintegrated
new, restructured,
pattern.
(Bondurant,1965:vi-vii)
This dialectical process, she adds, is essentially creativeand inherentlyconstructive.Its
immediate

object is

a restructuring
of the opposingelementsto
achievea situationwhichis satisfactory
to both
theoriginalopposingantagonists
butin sucha
wayasto presentan entirelynewtotalcircumstance ...

through the operation of non-

violent action the truth as judged by the
fulfilmentof humanneedswill emergein the
form of a mutuallysatisfactoryand agreeduponsolution.(Bondurant,1965: 195)
This line is clearly echoed in some modern
conflict resolution sources that do not
mention Gandhi. For example, Burton
(1997) sees conflict as inextricably linked
with unfulfilled human needs, and Mitchell
(1993: 79) sees the aim of problem-solving
exercisesas a re-analysisof the conflict as a
shared problem, as providing alternativesto
coercion and 'new options for a generally
acceptable and self-sustaining resolution,
involving agreementand a new relationship
between erstwhileadversaries'.And it is very
closely reflectedin the still relativelyobscure
recent approachto conflict resolution called
the transformativemodel (Bush & Folger,

A search through the English-language
Gandhi literaturerevealslimited attempts to
make the connection with conflict resolution
theory. Apart from one book that attempts
explicitlyto makethis link (Weber,1991), and
three others that examine Gandhi's philosophy and praxisof conflict (Bondurant,1965;
Nxss, 1974; Galtung, 1992), thereappearsto
be little in the way of othermajorpublications
dedicatedto the topic. The rest of the literatureseemsto be limitedto a handfulof articles
in the journal GandhiMarg on the general
theme, or at least with titles suggestingthat
they may relateto the generaltheme.
1994).
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Among other Western scholars, Arne
Naess was greatly influenced by Gandhi
(Weber, 1999), but his work on nonviolence
and conflict has not had the same impact as
his writings on 'deep ecology'. His book
Gandhi and Group Conflict(1974) systematizes the norms and hypothesesthat undergird a Gandhian approachto the resolution
of conflict. Some of the propositionsinclude:
all human beings have long-term interestsin
common; violence is invited from opponents
if they are humiliated or provoked;opponents are less likely to resort to violence the
better they understand your position; the
essential interests which opponents have in
common should be clearly formulated and
cooperation established on that basis; personal contact with the opponent should be
sought; opponents should not be judged
harder than the self; opponents should be
trusted;an unwillingnessto compromise on
non-essentialsdecreasesthe likelihoodof true
resolution;and a position of weaknessin an
opponent should not be exploited (Naess,
1974: 60-84).
Ness's ex-pupil and the founder of
modern peace research,Johan Galtung, gave
us the Gandhi-inspiredconcept of'structural
violence' (Weber,1999). He has also written
at length on Gandhi and conflict resolution.
A manuscriptwhich exploresthis connection
(Galtung, 1971) was never published. A
reworked version (Galtung, 1992) did not
appear between covers for more than two
decades, and then from a relatively littleknown Indian peace research institute,
almost guaranteeing that it would be unnoticed by Western scholars. In the book,
Galtung includes a section on Gandhi and
conflict resolution.He lists six approachesto
conflict resolutionwhere the incompatibility
is eliminated (he lists a furthersix where the
incompatibility is preserved):resolving the
incompatibility,compromise,trading,multilateralization(taking the conflict out of the
frame where it is often stuck), integration,
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and decoupling (Galtung, 1992: 84-93).
This typology is similarto the ones presented
in much of the recent 'guideto' conflict resolution literature,but was written before that
literature,and in typical Galtungianfashion
is original thought and does not refer to
anyone else'swork as source material.
Many Indian books on Gandhi's satyagraha do have some referencesthat sound as
if they come from the same tradition as
modern conflict resolution literature. For
example, Diwakar points out that in a conflict situation 'while violence to person and
propertydivertsthe mind of the partiesconcerned from the realissuesinvolved, nonviolent action invites the parties to a dialogue
about the issuesthemselves.A common solution of the problembeginsto be the objective
of both ratherthan the destruction of each
other' (Diwakar,1969: 25).
Dhawan'searly and still major study on
Gandhi's political philosophy (Dhawan,
1946) is, however, more typical. While it
containssections on social conflicts, religious
conflicts and economic conflicts, the book is
reallya detailedstudy of satyagraha,and was
written while the Mahatma was still alive,
well beforethe adventof modern conflict resolution literature.The terminology, therefore, is quite distinct.

Most contemporaryIndian writing in the
areadoes not follow the lead of Bondurant,
Nass and Galtung and does not take the
literature further than does Dhawan. The
quasi-scholarlyjournal GandhiMargseems a
little more encouragingat firstglance, but its
articles make few such connections. In a
short article, Rath (1986: 857) assertsthat
Gandhi'ssatyagrahamay be 'one of the most
viable techniquesof conflict resolution',and
the author is astonishedthat this aspect of it
'has not received the attention it deserves'.
Although he makesnote of Gandhi'sstagesof
conflict resolution (negotiation, followed by
self-sufferingand nonviolent direct action),
this is not relatedto any modernliteratureon
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the techniquesthat may facilitatethe resolution of conflict. The same is true for other
articles with promising titles (e.g. Chandrasekaran,1990; Mehta, 1991).

Gandhi in the Conflict Resolution
Theory and Negotiation Practice
Literature
The ResourceManualfor a LivingRevolution
(Coover et al., 1981) was an underground
classic,widely used by those conductingnonviolence trainingworkshopsfor severalyears
beforeit was published.The book exploresthe
processof workingin groupsandlivingin supportive communities, the techniques of personalgrowthand consciousness-raising,
and is
packed with exercisesand other information
that can be used to fosterpracticalskills.More
important, it also contains a chapteron the
theoreticalbasisfor changeand a sub-chapter
on conflict resolution. The chapter, in a
section dealing with developing a theory of
change, lists Gandhiannonviolenceas one of
the importantsocial change theoriesand recommends the studying of case-historiesas a
way of assistingin the formationof a framework for exploringthe theoryof socialchange
movements. A reading list of material on
Gandhi'scampaignsis provided.The section
on conflict resolutionfocuseson 'I-messages',
'activelistening','brainstorming'and 'no-lose
problem-solving processes'. The source of
much of this information was the hugely
popular ParentEffectiveness
Trainingmanual
(Gordon, 1970). That manual,however,lists
as suggestedreadingbooks in child psychology, therapy and parenting books, but no
Gandhiansources.
The first major 'peacestudies' periodical,
founded in 1957, the Journalof ConflictResolution (JCR) seems to be an appropriate
place to starta searchfor Gandhiantheoryas
part of the conflict resolution tradition.
However it proves to have a less Gandhiminded approach than its somewhat less
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formal rivalJournal of PeaceResearch(JPR),
especiallyin the latter'searlieryearsunder its
founding editor, Johan Galtung. After the
firstfew issues,thereis practicallynothing on
any potential link with Gandhi in JCR.
Nevertheless,a content analysisof the journal
revealsseveralimportantscholarlyarticleson
some of the aspects of the conflict process
that would later find their way into the new
problem-solvingnegotiation literature.
The early issues of the journal, not surprisingly,focused on internationalconflicts,
with many articles on arms control, deterrence and international bargaining. Still, it
had room for works on interpersonalconflicts and bargainingas well as ones relatedto
Gandhian nonviolence. Over time, nonviolence seems to have become marginalizedin
the scholarly conflict resolution literature,
and during the 1960sJCRcame to be heavily
predisposedtowardsthe publicationof game
theory-relatedarticles.
However,in its second volume the journal
containsarticles(NMss,1958; Deutsch, 1958)
which eventuallywould be incorporatedinto
books on Gandhiand conflictor conflictwith
a Gandhian flavour (Naess, 1974; Deutsch,
1973). The next volume contains a relevant
article(Galtung, 1959), and a reviewessayon
Bondurant'sbook (Sharp, 1959). Galtung's
articlestatesthat the antagonistshouldbe separated from the antagonism - a theme
common to Gandhianand the 'win-win conflict resolution literature.In their introduction, the two Norwegian guest editors state
that these articles'seekto clarifysome of the
issues to be faced in developing researchon
non-violent alternativesin conflict situations'
(Rinde & Rokkan,1959: 4).
The only other articleto dealwith Gandhi
inJCR was a reviewessaydealingwith books
on Gandhi (Erikson, 1969) and nonviolent
activism (Sharp, 1973). In this article, Lipsitz

& Kritzer(1975) suggest that non-violence
should be examinedmore closely as a form of
unconventional political action, but rather
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than linking it to conflict resolution they
suggest that the value of nonviolence lies in
its healthy disregardfor authority,which is
good for democracy,and becauseit may be a
way of getting children out of the habit of
group identification.

Although in its early years Galtung contributed theoretical papers on the general
theme of nonviolence (e.g. Galtung, 1965),
JPR tends to deal with actual inter- or intranational conflicts and pays less attention to
conflict resolution theory and negotiation
practicein the way that I am looking at them
in this article. Only three articles (Pontara,
1965; Klitgaard, 1971; Chatterjee, 1974)
deal with approachesto conflict resolutionin
a mannerthat might show the applicabilityof
Gandhian techniquesto situations involving
the conflicting process. Other GandhirelatedarticlessummarizeGandhian philosophy-in-action (e.g. Bose, 1981), deal with
the post-Gandhi Gandhian movement
(Hettne, 1976), examine the attitudes of
Gandhians to the question of the seeming
realityof accommodationas againstthe ideal
of conversion (Nakhare, 1976), or detail
Gandhi's influence on the field of peace
research(S0rensen,1992) or on notableindividuals in the field (Weber,1999).
Pontara,in an early and thorough philosophical examinationof Gandhi'sattitude to
violence in extremegroupconflict,points out
thathe makesno detailedattemptto workout
the philosophyof conflictwhich is implicit in
Gandhi'swritings, and admits that he barely
looks at Gandhi's satyagrahaas an effective
substitutefor violent methods of conducting
social conflict. Klitgaardnotes that satyagraha
as a hard-headedzero-sum bargainingtactic
may provide valuable payoffs, but possibly
because its underlyingprincipleswere compromised or its contradictionsglossed over.
Although Gandhian tactics may have been
ultimatelyviolent (or at least coercive), they
may haveworkedbecausethey wereperceived
as being nonviolent. However,he also notes
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that 'how the game was played, and how the
opponent felt about his antagonistafter the
game was over' also mattered for Gandhi
(Klitgaard,1971: 147). This aspect was not
expandedon in the article,but it is at leastone
of the main links between satyagrahaand
negotiation practiceas detailed in the recent
problem-solvingliterature.
Like Klitgaard, Chatterjee attempts to
place Gandhian satyagrahain a game theory
framework (that is one that subsumes a
rationalstrategiccontext). However,he concludes that satyagrahabelongs to a class of
games 'with threat-vulnerable
equilibria',that
is, 'whereone or the other playeris in a position to inducethe otherplayerto shift but not
toforce him to shift' (Chatterjee,1974: 28).
Severalpracticallyoriented journals with
promising titles (for examplethe Negotiation
Journal and Mediation Quarterly) have
appearedin the relativelyrecent past. So far,
Gandhi and Gandhiannonviolencehave not
been among the subjectsthey have covered.

The Links Between Gandhi's
Satyagrahaand Modern Conflict
Resolution Practice
The words 'conflictresolution'can meanvery
differentthings to differentpeople. They are
often used synonymously with 'dispute
settlement' and 'conflict management'.
Pioneeringanalystof the position of needs in
conflict situations,John Burton sees conflict
resolution as a problem-solvingexercisethat
aims at the elimination of the sourcesof the
conflict, not merely the managementof the
conflict or the settlement (often through
coercive power in a way that does not meet
the needs of all parties) of the manifest
dispute. In short, for Burton, conflicts may
be managed and disputes may be settled
without conflicts being resolved.
In contrast to an 'adversarial power
approach', Burton champions a problemsolving approachwhich is grounded in his
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view of innate human needs, which transcend cultures, and which must be satisfied
if deep-seated conflicts are to be resolved.
For Burton, the violation of the drives that
stem from these needs leads to conflict and
crime, while their satisfaction, through
problem-solving processes, prevents violence, and conflicts can be resolved by
getting to the roots of a problem through a
'searchinganalysisby all those concerned in
the light of which an agreement can be
reachedwithout any compromise of human
needs' (Burton, 1997: 45).
This
collaborative problem-solving
approachto conflict resolutionseems to have
its origins in developments in industrial
relations in the 1960s, when the idea arose
that more cooperative interaction between
the partiescould lead to a greaterincreasein
productivity than that which ensued from
more traditionalforms of power bargaining
(Scimecca, 1989: 267-268).4 In the mid1960s, Burton instituted 'international
problem-solvingworkshops'at the Centrefor
the Analysis of Conflict in London. One of
the facilitatorsat the first workshop (which
may have playeda part in stopping hostilities
between Indonesia, Malaysia, and Singapore), was the Harvard professor of international law Roger Fisher (Scimecca, 1989:
268). Also, around this time, some peace
activiststurned their attention to peacemaking activities; and dissatisfaction with the
costly, slow and adversarialcourt system led
to the development of what has come to be
known as the 'alternativedispute resolution'
(ADR) movement (Tidwell, 1998: 10-17).
This 'alternative' conflict resolution
method grewout of the adjudicativelegaltradition and maintained the role of a third
4 Anotherimpetusmay havebeen the developmentof the

field of peaceresearch(Laue,1987: 21). Peaceresearch,in
turn,at leastin the formgiven to it by JohanGaltung,was
directlyinfluencedby the philosophyof MahatmaGandhi
(Weber,1999). However,this connection does not seem
enough to establishany strongcausallink.
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party to determine the outcome in accordance with prevailingnorms, and accordingto
theoristslike Burtonstill operatedwithin the
power-bargainingframe,with legal or industrial norms determining the outcome. Later
in the 1960s a new approach, focusing on
human needs, became more fashionable.In
this approach,conflictingpartiesarebrought
together to analyse the conflict in a nonbargainingway that looks at its deep-rooted
sources so that the conflict can be truly
'resolved', rather than creating a situation
wheremerelythe manifestdispute is 'settled'.
For simple interpersonal disputes, community or neighbourhood justice centres
became popular,providing cheap mediation
as an alternativeto legal and quasi-legalprocesses.
These developments were gradually
moving towards the Gandhian model, and
particularlyso in the recent non-mainstream
approach known as transformativemediation that sees mediation as a process that
potentially can change individuals, and
through them society, for the better. This
approach, very reminiscent of Bondurant's
characterizationof a Gandhianview of conflict (but againwithout referenceto Gandhi),
starts from the premise that conflicts need
not be seen as problems in the first place.
Insteadit suggeststhat they should be seen as
opportunities for moral growth and transformation (Bush & Folger,1994: 81).

The Gandhian 'Flavour'of Modern
Conflict Resolution Literatureand
Practice
Deutsch (1987: 48), in his work on the
differences between constructive and
destructiveprocessesin the resolutionof conflict, summarizedthe position as follows:
If one wants to createthe conditionsfor a
destructiveprocessof conflictresolution,one
would introduceinto the conflictthe typical
characteristics
and effects of a competitive
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coercivetactics;
process:poorcommunication;
suspicion;the perceptionof basicdifferences
in values;an orientationto increasingthe
powerdifferences;
challengesto thelegitimacy
of thepartiesandso forth.On theotherhand,
if onewantsto createtheconditionsfora constructiveprocessof conflict resolution,one
would introduceinto the conflictthe typical
effectsof a cooperativeprocess:good communication;the perceptionof similarityin
beliefsandvalues;full acceptanceof another's
legitimacy; problem-centerednegotiations;
mutual trust and confidence;information
sharingandso forth.
Deutsch (1969: 23) makes the point that in
a cooperativecontext a conflict is seen as a
common problem in which the opponents
'havethe joint interestof reachinga mutually
satisfactorysolution'.This processis likely to
lead to a productive conflict resolution
because 'it aids open and honest communication of relevant information between the
participants', reducing misunderstandings
'whichcan lead to confusion and mistrust';it
tends to limit ratherthan expandthe scope of
the conflict by encouraging'the recognition
of legitimacy of each other'sinterestsand of
the necessity of searching for a solution
which is responsiveto the needs of each side';
and 'it leads to a trusting, friendly attitude
which increasessensitivityto similaritiesand
common interests, while minimising the
salience of differences'(1969: 24). He adds
that 'Threat induces defensiveness and
reducesthe toleranceof ambiguity as well as
openness to the new and unfamiliar;excessive tension leads to primitivization and
stereo-typing of thought processes' (1969:
22).
Pruitt (1987) also notes several possible
outcomes to a negotiation. Where an agreement is reached, the outcome may be the
capitulation of one of the parties, or, more
positively,the traditionaloutcome of a compromise, or, most positively,what he calls an
'integrative agreement'. Compromises are
reasonable,but not outstanding. Integrative
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agreements, on the other hand, resolve
parties'interestsso that both partiesaresatisfied. They reconcilethe strongestinterestsof
the parties, are more lasting than compromises and strengthenrelationshipsas well as
'improve the chances of finding subsequent
integrativeagreements'(Pruitt, 1987: 69).
Various studies of individual preferences
for methods of conducting conflict appearto
indicate that settlement of disputes is easier
for individualsto graspratherthan coming to
terms with underlying conflicts. For
example,LaTouret al. (1976) arguethat disputantsgenerallypreferreda form of disputemanaging procedure that involved a large
degreeofthird-partyinterventionratherthan
individualface-to-facebargaining,which was
the least preferredmethod. It seems that if
disputants can put their cases fully they are
more comfortable with an impartial third
partymaking a decision for them. Nevertheless, the popular recent practicallyoriented
training books on negotiation practice
promise that 'you can get to yes' (Fisher &
Ury, 1987), 'you can negotiate anything'
(Cohen, 1980), 'you can negotiatewith difficult people' (Ury, 1991), that 'I can win and
you can win' (Wertheimet al., 1992), in fact
that 'everyonecan win' (Cornelius & Faire,
1989), and generallythat 'win-win solutions'
are possible to conflict. These books are selfhelp manuals that eschew third-partyintervention, and they regularly make it onto
best-sellerlists.
The advice on negotiating techniques
leading to integrativeagreementsthat these
books dispense must have some empirical
basis. However, as a rule they provide anecdotal evidence ratherthan referencedsources
and in fact 'show little evidence of attention
to ongoing, empiricalresearch'(Weiss-Wik,
1983: 707), let alone any connection with
Gandhi. Nevertheless,if we look at popular
negotiation manualswe find many propositions that arebackedup by empiricalresearch
and Gandhian 'flavoured' statements. For
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example, the phenomenally successful book
Gettingto Yes(Fisher& Ury, 1987) promotes
what the authorscall 'principlednegotiation'
and suggeststhat in this method
you look for mutualgainswhereverpossible,
andwhereyourinterestsconflict,you should
insistthattheresultbebasedon somefairstandardsindependentof the will of eitherside.
The methodof principlednegotiationis hard
on the merits,soft on the people.It employs
no tricksandno posturing.Principlednegotiationshowsyou how to obtainwhatyou are
entitledto andstillbe decent.It enablesyouto
be fairwhileprotectingyou againstthosewho
wouldtakeadvantage
of yourfairness.(Fisher
& Ury,1987:xii)
And, 'separating the people from the
problem allows you to deal directly and
empatheticallywith the other negotiatoras a
human being, thus making possible an amicableagreement'(Fisher& Ury, 1987: 14).
A plethora of these 'how to do it guide
books' appearedin the late 1970s and early
1980s. While they tend not to contain a bibliography of their sources, the bargaining
strategiesof the practice they describe must
be based at least partlyon uncreditedtheoretical experimentalliterature.And in many
instancesthe conclusionsof this literatureare
relativelyobvious to those who have studied
Gandhi's thoughts on interpersonalconflict
or been involved in nonviolent activism.
Weiss-Wik, in an examination of six
popular 'self-help'negotiation manuals, distills their common guidelines for successful
negotiations.He lists them as the adoption of
a win-win outlook; incorporatingthe need
to preparefor the negotiation by planning,
studying the situation, setting objectives,
establishing priorities, and plotting the
course of action; concentratingon the negotiators' needs and employing a problemsolving approachto ensurethat they aremet;
considering sources of power and implementing appropriatetactics;endeavouringto
communicate adroitly so that areas of
common concernarepinpointed, underlying
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intentions discovered,basic assumptionsand
understandingschecked and misinterpretations minimized; demonstrating a willingness to cooperateand adapt by showing that
a win-win solution is sought and the desire
for one conveyed;and finalizingagreements
clearly so that they 'are definite enough to
promote commitment and compliance'
(Weiss-Wik, 1983: 715-716). In short, the
basicapproachof these (and many later)selfhelp manuals is to attempt to achieve
win-win solutions by separatingthe people
from the problem. Problemsand their solution, rather than the defeat of enemies,
becomes the goal. The books recognize the
compelling natureof needs and instructtheir
readersto focus on interestsratherthan positions.

Some scholars,however,have pointed out
potential dilemmas involved in this integrative approach.Statingone'sposition in terms
of problemsto be solved, ratherthan termsto
be accepted,and remainingopen to possible
solutions that may present themselves in
negotiation means that there cannot be commitment to a position that is most favourable
to one's own interest. Further,providing the
opponent with an accuratepicture of one's
needs precludesthe tactic of preventing the
opponent from learning in advance one's
bottom line (Pruitt, 1972: 141). These
dilemmas notwithstanding, many of the
steps in this process are corroboratedby the
researchliteratureas being efficaciousin promoting successfulbargainingoutcomes.
The empirical conflict resolution literature points out that the need to 'save face'
plays a large part in shaping negotiating
behaviour (Brown, 1968; Swingle, 1970:
267); Weiss-Wik(1983: 719) concludes that
the studies seem to indicate that 'face-related
responses' in conflict situations 'generally
projectresistanceand increasedcompetitiveness toward the experimental other'.
Although Rubin & Brown (1975: 155)
found that frequencyof cooperationand size
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of outcomes increasedwhen intangibleneeds
(such as those for self-esteem)were converted
into tangibleones, Weiss-Wik,afterexamining the empiricalevidence, was able to conclude that 'If a negotiator concentrates on
satisfyinghis counterpart'sintangible needs,
that would seem to be all for the better',and
that 'needs lend themselves to a greater
number of solutions

than do positions'

(1983: 720).
The manuals advocate focusing on similarities, on drawing out interdependenceby
looking to problems rather than positions.
Rubin & Brown (1975: 202-206) note that
the most effective bargainingwas achieved
when goals and orientationswere formulated
cooperatively.The manuals also claim that
issues can be successfiullyworked through
when they are treatedas problemsthat need
to be solved. On this aspect Weiss-Wik
(1983: 722) concludes that 'severalaspectsof
integrativebargaining. . inform the trainers' recommendations to concentrate on
needs'.
Some studies, however, posit toughness,
with extreme initial demands, few concessions and an unyielding position as the most
advantageous strategy (Siegel & Fouraker,
1960; Bartos, 1970: 65). Further,Rubin &
Brown (1975: 267) found that subjects in
experimental studies achieved better outcomes with extreme rather than moderate
initial positions, and Komorita & Brenner
(1968) found that in some cases the probability of reachingan agreementwas lowered
if bargainersbegan with the positions they
eventuallyexpected to settle upon. This may
be because extreme positions show that one
will not allow oneself to be exploited (Rubin
& Brown, 1975: 268).
In contrastto the above,a studybyWilson
& Bixenstine (1964) indicated that unjustified insult, unfair reduction of one party's
outcomes by an opponent, or other behaviour posing a threat or damage to 'face'
usuallyresultedin retaliationand mutualloss
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rather than cooperative effort. This experiment indicates that when negotiators have
been made to look foolish and weak before
importantaudiences,they arelikely to retaliate against those causing the humiliation.
And this may occur despite the knowledge
that 'doing so may requirethe sacrificeof all
or large portions of the availableoutcomes'
(Brown, 1968: 119). Likewise, Siegel &
Fouraker (1960: 100) concluded from the
resultsof their experimentsthat 'Some negotiations collapse when one party becomes
incensed at the other, and henceforth strives
to maximizehis opponent'sdispleasurerather
than his own satisfaction.'Where demands
are seen as excessive,giving in to them may
be viewed as tantamount to appeasement,
and this may be seen as disadvantageous
becauseappeasement'would only encourage
them to make even stronger demands'
(Tedeschi& Rosenfeld, 1980: 241).
On the question of threats, Weiss-Wik
(1983: 727) concludesthat the authorsof the
negotiation manuals and most of the
researchersconcur that they are inappropriate for successful, that is win-win, negotiation outcomes. 'An overwhelming amount
of experimentalresearchshows that threats
tend to elicit counterthreats, which then
draw in competitive pressure,concern over
restoring face, and hostility. The conflict
spirals'(Weiss-Wik,1983: 728).
Despite his finding that 'those who were
tough tended to receivea higher payoff than
those who were soft', Bartos (1970: 65)
explained that 'the main reason for this was
the fact that toughnessin the bargainingsituation did not impede progress towards an
agreement too seriously' because it was of
style. Where toughness becomes 'positional
commitment' ratherthan style, negotiations
tend to breakdown. Being tough, even where
there is no subjective positional commitment, can have another drawback:it can be
perceivedas unfair and unfair demands will
be rejected.
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Diesing (1961: 369) maintains that good
relationshipsmake genuine agreementspossible, whereas if the relationship is bad
'chances of agreement are missed through
misunderstanding,energies are absorbed in
useless belligerency, and dealings are distorted by attempts to retaliatefor imagined
past injustices and insults'. Presumably
because of such factors, the manuals also
stress the use of appropriate bargaining
tactics. This means being cautious about
employing extremely tough strategies and
avoiding the use of threats.
Bartos(1977) presentsthe hypothesisthat
negotiatorsview the midpoint between their
offersand demandsasjust, and striveto reach
it, and consequently negotiations only
proceed smoothly as long as there is a collectivist desire for fairness (i.e. cooperation).
The reasonnegotiatorsdo not zero in on the
agreementthey eventuallyexpect to reach is
because this may lead to exploitation by the
opponent. Bartos, therefore, recommends
that negotiators be scrupulously fair and
avoid the temptation to take advantage of
opponents, becausea tough stancemay result
in larger early concessions but eventually
opponents will discover that they are being
treated unfairly and then become tough
themselves, leading to deadlocks or breakdowns in negotiations.
When pressuretactics are employed in a
conflict situation, they are generallyincompatiblewith the aim of persuadingthe adversary to make concessions, and such tactics
actuallysubvertthe aim of a productiveconflict resolution (Pruitt, 1972: 136; Deutsch
& Krauss,1960: 188). Further,while tactics
that centre on bluffing and deceitful statements may be successful in the short term
and in one-off bargainingsequences,'theyare
likely to backfirein the long run and acrossa
series of bargaining sessions because of the
distrust that is generated. Once one learns
that a playercontinuallybluffs and misrepresents his or her hand in a poker game, these
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tactics lose their effectiveness'(Tedeschi &
Rosenfeld, 1980: 232).
When focusing on 'adroit communication', the negotiation manuals employ
techniques that go under the names of
'bilateralfocus', 'role reversal','activelistening' and 'restatement'.These techniques are
intended to improveunderstanding,increase
trust and promote the compatibilityof goals.
Looking at the researchliterature,Weiss-Wik
(1983: 730) finds that they do not appearto
be 'a uniformly beneficialtype of communication'; however,he adds that some experiments (reported in Tedeschi & Rosenfeld,
1980: 231, following Schelling, 1960) have
shown that negotiators who know their
opponent's bargainingrange ('utility schedule') 'conceded more than uninformed ones
because their norms of fairness came into
play and restrainedtheir demands' (WeissWik, 1983: 732), so as not to exploit an
advantage.In fact, the researchseems to indicate that negotiatorswill conduct themselves
in ways consistent with their values and
ethical standards of behaviour, and that
pointing out that a certain course of action
will allow the opponent to act in accordance
with a higher code of conduct is a powerful
negotiating tool (Lewickiet al., 1994: 209).
Weiss-Wik (1983: 734) sums up the
problem-solving studies he examined by
noting that they 'do lend some support to
trainers' prescriptions. They more or less
argue for defining the problems in negotiation, searchingfor and evaluatingsolutions,
and making decisions.'As a final conclusion,
he is only able to admit that the 'verbalstyle
of the successfulnegotiator as prescribedby
trainers currently lies beyond directly
relevant,empiricalcriticism'.
Patchen (1987: 182), in his examination
of the literatureand studies of the best strategy to use in orderto get anotherparty (and
this can refer to anyone from individualsto
nations) to cooperate rather than to try to
win an advantage, claims that there is a
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'remarkable convergence of findings'. It
appears that 'a policy of unconditional
cooperationtends to bringexploitationby an
adversarywhereas a policy of consistent coercivenesstends to lead to a fight'. However,
it seems that a strategythat beginswith firmness, including a threat, coercion, and then
moves to conciliation, will be effective in
securingcooperationfrom opponents.
Some studies in the conflict resolution
literature,for examplethat of Shure,Meeker
& Hansford (1965), found that those (at
least in laboratory studies) who employed
pacifist strategies (that is those by ethically
motivated cooperatorswho rejectedviolence
and coercion and instead aimed for conversion) in bargainingwere not successful.
Although pacifists tried to get their opponents to see the unfairnessof their claims and
the immoralityof their actions, and tried to
establishtheir own personalresolveand give
assurancethat all their actions were in good
faith, a favourableimage of the pacifist was
not enough for an effectiveappeal.Dominators did not become cooperatorsbecause of
the pacifist tactics, and such tactics could
even invite exploitationand aggression.And,
similarly,Deutsch et al. (1967) found that a
'turn the other cheek' strategywas not successfulin eliciting cooperation- it was in fact
more likely to be exploited.
This, at first glance, seems to go againsta
strategy that one could consider Gandhian.
Nevertheless,some other studies clearlyseem
to support this less immediate version of
'martyrdom pays'. Braver & Van Rohrer
(1975: 653), for example, have found that
'subjects most often will cooperate if they
have reasonto believe their opponent will be
benevolent'.This, however,does not seem to
work between martyrs and their exploiters
(because easily exploited martyrs are
exploited), but what the authorscall a martyr
strategydoes 'evokea high degreeof cooperation from a lateropponent who observesthe
martyrdom'.To the exploiters the martyrs
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gave the appearanceof being 'suckers',but
observersare moved by martyrdomand tend
to treatmartyrswith kindness.
This is backed up by Reychler (1979:
257), who found that a pacifiststrategytends
to be most effectivein reducingviolence and
exploitativebehaviourwhen the human distance between the opponents and subject is
small, the subject is well informed of the
pacifist'sstrategy,the subject is requiredto
justify his or her behaviourafterthe fact and
when a third party is present. Pacifiststrategies, and this is the key aim of Gandhian
praxis,force an opponent to choose between
moralityand self-interest.And 'the strongest
predictor of the effectivenessof the pacifist
strategyis the image of the pacifist held by
the subject'. Lewicki et al. (1994: 217) conclude that 'A negotiator'sreputation plays a
critical role in how persuasiveshe will be:
those with better reputationswill be more
persuasive,especiallyin the long term';they
add that being 'nice and pleasantis a logical
step in being more persuasive'(1994: 219).
Some conflict studies, however,point out
that this playingto a third-partyaudiencecan
cut both ways. The social embarrassmentof
admitting to a moral errormay increasethe
intractability of an opponent (Meeker &
Shure, 1969).
Rapoport(1960), in an old but still useful
typology,classifiesdisputesin terms of fights
(attempted mutual coercion, where the
object is to harm the enemy), games (where
the object is to outwit the competitor) or
debates (where the object is to convert the
potential ally,to come to a win-win solution,
in short to resolvethe conflict). This classification ranks conflicts in order of increasing
resolution potential and with an increasing
level of humanity of the conflicting parties.
Debates can involve the assistanceof third
parties or they can be based in face-to-face
negotiation. Fora debate,the opponent must
be heard and understood, and they must
know that they have been heard;the areasof
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validity in the opponent's stand must be
delineated, and an assumption of similarity
should be induced (Rapoport, 1960:
286-287). The best method of doing this is
to state the opponents case back to them, for
'To makea dent in the opponent'sarmor,you
must make him listen, and something he is
sure to listen to is his own case' (1960: 291).
This means that opponents should not be
threatened, and a relationship of trust and
mutual responsivenessshould be built up. It
is easier to move from cooperation to competition than from competition to cooperation, so trust needs to be built early in the
relationship.This is particularlyimportant
because approachesto trust can create selffulfilling prophecies (Lewicki et al., 1994:
336; Axelrod, 1984). Trust-buildingcan be
done by showing a positive interest in the
opponents' welfare and demonstrating a
readinessto respond helpfully to their needs
and requests. Of course trust can be
exploited, but too often conflicts are conducted on the assumption that if partiesare
not sufficientlytough they will be exploited.
There is risk, but the risk is less than the risk
of the loss of a mutuallyacceptableresolution
that would result from the use of pressure

(afterall Gandhi wanted his immediate goal
of freedomfor Indiato prevail,albeitwithout
humiliation for the opponent), the main aim
of conducting conflict may be something
beyond winning or losing, or even beyond a
win-win resolution of the dispute at hand it may have more to do with an existential
transformationof the individualsinvolved.
Tidwell (1998: 17) fiurtherclaims that the
values that inform conflict resolution,that is
nonviolence, fairness,individual choice and
empowerment, as well as the support for a
variety of fundamental principles such as
human rights, common sense or human
needs, are essentially Western in nature.
Gandhi'sphilosophy has come to epitomize
many of thesevalues,and his method of conducting conflict can only partly be said to
result from his interaction with Western
culture and philosophy.This, therefore,may
indicatethat ratherthan inhibiting 'its useful
application acrossculturaland political barriers'it may demonstratethe universalityof
at least some of these values.
Those engaged in a conflict, and wanting
to conduct the process in Gandhian terms,
would look to the following propositions as
givens (NEss, 1974: 70-85; Weber, 1991:

tactics.

36-39).

Gandhi'sSatyagrahaand Conflict
Resolution
Tidwell (1998: xi) claimsthat not all conflicts
can be or should be resolved,some should be
won. Gandhiansatyagraha,at leastat a theoretical level, rejects this on at least two
grounds. First, in Gandhi's approach,
attempts should be made to resolveall conflicts and attemptsshould be made to convert
all opponents so that the parties end up 'on
the same side'. If, however,this is not possible, it provides a way of fighting for justice
that minimizes the possibility of excluding
the chance of later conversion taking place.
Second, while winning is not totally rejected

First,violence is invitedfrom opponents if
they are humiliated or provoked.
Second, a violent attitude is less likely on
the part of a would-be satyagrahiif he or she
makes clear to him or herself the essential
elements of the case and the purpose of the
conflict.The sincereundertakingof a conflict
along Gandhianlines requiresan affirmative
answerto the question: 'Is my motive when
startingthis new directaction unmixed- is it
just to realisethe goal of the campaign, and
not alsoto wish to injurethe opponent or due
to other deviant motive?'(Naess,1974: 104).
Third, opponentsshould be providedwith
a full understandingof one'scaseand conduct.
According to Pelton (1974: 86), because
nonviolentpersuasionis basedon the 'straight-
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forward dissemination of information', the
'packaging'of issues by withholding information or making unsubstantiatedcharges,
and by appealingto greed,prejudiceor hatred,
'cannotunderany circumstancesbe reconciled
with the philosophyof nonviolence'.
Fourth, the essential interests which
opponents havein common should be clearly
formulated and cooperation established on
this basis. Gandhi points out that when we
put ourselvesin our opponents'shoes we will
do them justice and most of the 'miseriesand
misunderstandings in the world will disappear'(YoungIndia, 19 March 1925).
Fifth, opponents should not be judged
harderthan the self: 'Anopponent is entitled
to the same regardfor his principles as we
would expect others to have for ours
(Harijan, 4 May 1940). In other words,
Gandhi believes that love must be shown to
opponents and that the way to do this is to
give them the same credit for honesty as we
would claim for ourselves. He notes that
toleranceis importantbecause'we will never
all think alike and we shall see Truth in fragment and from differentanglesof vision'. As
conscience differsbetween individuals,while
it may be a guide for immediate conduct,
'imposition of that conduct upon all will be
an insufferableinterferencewith everyone's
freedomof conscience'(YoungIndia, 23 September 1926).
Sixth, opponents should be trusted.While
it has been noted above that some studies
have shown that trustingbehaviourmay lead
to exploitationratherthan cooperation,these
experiments did not factor in the very
important subjective and larger societal
payoffs (in the Gandhianscheme) that come
from living by one's personal morality
(Pelton, 1974: 22-25).
Seventh, an unwillingnessto compromise
on non-essentialsdecreasesthe likelihood of
converting the opponent. For Gandhi,
demands made must be of the 'irreducible
minimum', and they should neverbe lowered
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just to please the adversary (Bose, 1972:
115). However, one should be preparedto
'make large concessions on all points except
where a principleis involved'(Gandhi, 1928:
245); in fact, in casesshort of mattersof principle 'A satyagrahinever misses, can never
miss, a chance of compromiseon honourable
terms' (YoungIndia, 16 April 1931). Nevertheless, Bondurant (1965: 197) points out
that the Gandhian process of conflict is one
of synthesis rather than compromise. The
Gandhian practitioner of conflict is never
preparedto yield a position which he or she
holds to be the truth, but 'he may be persuaded that he is in errorin so holding them'
(1965: 220).
Eighth, the conversionof an opponent is
furtheredby personalsincerity.
Ninth, the best way of convincing an
opponent of sincerityis to makesacrificesfor
the given cause.
Tenth, a position of weaknessin an opponent should not be exploited, and advantage
should not be taken of an opponent's weak
moments 'if they have not been the resultof
satyagraha,but due to extraneous reasons'
(Bose, 1972: 116). By the same token,
however,satyagrahis'could not give up their
objectiveif they found their strengthdwindling away (Gandhi, 1928: 412).
Besides the obvious moral reason, such
weakness should not be exploited because
surrendercaused by some misfortune sufferedby the opponent making it necessaryto
call off the struggle may leave them, after
their capitulation, as opposed to the settlement as they were before their hand was
forced. Surrenderwithout conversion is not
the ideal Gandhian way of terminating a
struggle. Conversely, the demonstration of
good will by not taking advantage of an
opponent's position may induce them to
trust one's sincerity and 'preparea suitable
atmosphere for a settlement' (Nass, 1974:
104).
The above points, gleaned from Gandhi's
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writings and personal experience, are very
reminiscentof the key concepts put forward
by the self-help negotiation manuals as the
main components of achievingwin-win solutions. But the Gandhian conflict process
also goes well beyond conflict resolution to
integration (or transformation)at a deeper
level.
Galtung and Nzss clearlymake the point
that for Gandhi the aim of the processof conflict was not merely to reach a resolution in
the sense that it is advocated in the negotiation practice/training manuals. For the
Mahatmathe processwas about the achievement of self-realization,nothing less. Forhim
the fundamental principle was that of the
unity of existence (or more immediately,
unity of humans). People are relatedto each
other in a way that has a transcendental
nature, and conflict should be seen as a gift
providing a rich opportunity, potentially to
the benefit of all (Galtung, 1992: 62), to
realizea higher self.
Galtung (1992: 63) notes that social
scientists see conflicting parties as having
differing perceptions of the conflict, sometimes wrong perceptions. The heat of conflict may dim or distort visions, and
therefore third parties with objective
unclouded visions may be needed to achieve
resolution. For Gandhi, as interpreted by
Galtung, things are different. While mediators may play an important role in helping
partiescome to a mutually acceptableagreement, generally third-party intervention
should be rejectedand the conflict viewed 'as
a medium through which the parties can
develop a higher degree of awareness of
themselvesas well as of the other party'.This
is because resolution is only one element of
the desired outcome of the conflict. Others,
equally or even more desirableas criteriaof
success, include a new social structureand a
'higher level of self-purification in both
actors'(Galtung, 1992: 88).
According to Gandhianpractice,in order
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for needs to be met they must firstbe understood, and this requirestrue self-awareness.
For Gandhi the discovery of Self was the
primarytaskof life. As noted above,however,
parties to a conflict often preferredthirdparty intervention to being totally responsible for the disputingprocess.This is perhaps
understandable,but it depends on what the
desired outcome of the process is - a settlement of this dispute, the resolution of any
underlying conflict, or, in Gandhian terms,
achievingthe dignity that comes from taking
responsibilityfor the self, and thus aiding in
the understandingof Self.
Debates, or negotiations,in the Gandhian
ideal are bilateral;the two partiesare themselves the decision-makers.This reducesthe
dependence on experts but, as others have
argued, such independence can be frightening for those without skills or clear insights
into their own needs. In Gandhian terms
mere dispute settlement does little to answer
fundamental life questions. Taking personal
responsibility for negotiation, rather than
assigningthe processto arbitratorsor adjudicators, offers an increased opportunity for
personal growth by exposing parties to the
views of the other, and provides the opportunity for deep self-reflection. It takes the
process beyond the immediate dispute. The
manualsalso champion a bilateralapproach.
Even if the reasonfor this is more about cost
than empowerment, and certainly not selfrealization(but as noted above it should be
about being decent, according to Fisher &
Ury, 1987), the approachesdo have marked
similarities.It should be noted here that the
more recent literatureon conflict transformation (e.g. Bush & Folger, 1994) attemptsto
place mediatorsspecificallywithin this paradigm and notes that this is the unfulfilled
'promiseof mediation'.
While the findings and arguments that
martyrdom tactics do not generallylead to
successful conflict outcomes, and seem to
contradictGandhi'sdictum that self-suffering
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would melt the stoniest heart, nonviolence
theoristshave long takenthis knowledgeinto
account (Pelton, 1974: 135, 140, 143) and
demonstrated that Gandhian nonviolence
does work in conflict situations, albeit in
more subtle ways. The Gandhian literature
acknowledgesthat conversionmay not come
by such direct methods but may rely on conversionof third partieswho in turn push the
opponent into behaviouralchange.
Rogers (1961) notes that life can become
existentiallydysfunctional if it is 'incongruent', and this, at some stagewill force change
in individual behaviour. In a conflict situation, this incongruence is most likely to be
initiated by being out of step with third
partieswho are in a close social relationship
with the actors (Galtung, 1989: 20-21, 25;
Weber, 1993). If one can influence an audience at a closer social distance to the opponent or alter public opinion - the milieu in
which opponents must live - there is a fair
chance of influencing their attitude even
when there has been no opportunity for
direct communication. Gandhi, quite candidly, claimed that 'the method of reaching
the heartis to awakenpublic opinion. Public
opinion, for which one cares, is a mightier
force than that of gunpowder'(YoungIndia,
19 March 1925). And this may help opponents to clearerinsights into their own motivation and sense of belonging in a larger
reality.
In short, conducting conflict in what can
be termed a Gandhiancontext may not only
be instrumentallyvaluablebut may be intrinsically important in an existentialsense.

what little exploration there has been of
Gandhi'ssatyagrahain termsof conflict resolution.
Gandhi's writings often refer to arbitrationand even judicialadjudicationas ways
of resolving conflicts. It must be remembered,however,that much of his energywas
taken up with opposing large-scaleviolent
ethnic and religious conflicts, and in these
situations anything that could calm passions
was welcome. Given that the Mahatma had
died decadesbeforethe adventof the alternative dispute resolution movement or before
conflict resolution literature had brought
some sense of orderto the terminology used
in the field, it is not surprisingthat he used
the term 'mediation' interchangeablywith
'arbitration'.
The Gandhian processof conflict-solving
sees the appearanceof a case in an adjudicative tribunalas a failureof the partiesto settle
the dispute and emerge as the friends the
model aims at. Adjudication generally precludes the Gandhian dialectic from ever
coming into play between the opponents.
Although it may be a truism, it must be realized that individualsoften see no other choice
open to them than to go to the police or a
lawyer owing to mistrust of the other disputant and/or a generalfeeling of impotence
in being able to carryout their own negotiations. Evenwhen a dispute is in the hands of
lawyersa settlement may be reachedshort of
actual adjudication,but rarelywill one party
see the other'spoint of view and have undergone a process of 'conversion', thereby
removingthe source of future such disagreements and the possible need for ensuing litigation (Weber,1986).
Conclusion
The modern ADR movement has estabFor many Indian scholars, Gandhi is the lished a system aimed at avoiding legal
'Fatherof the Nation', and their examination adjudicationand giving disputantsa measure
of Gandhi's techniques tends to relate to of control over the outcome of disputes in
political activism and the freedom struggle. something of a Gandhian spirit through the
Not surprisingly,it is the Westernanalystsof good officesof a mediator.It is the mediator's
Gandhian thought who have undertaken job to assist the partiesto come to their own
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resolution of their dispute (Deutsch, 1973:
382-388). There is no power to compel
settlement;the disputantsmust rely on their
own mutual agreementwith assistancefrom
the mediatorand, becauseit is in their interest, they themselvesmake settlementswork.
While the outcome sought is an accommodation between the parties, it could lead to
the conversionaimed at by satyagrahaand so
come close to the Gandhian ideal. In other
words, this level ofthird-partyinvolvementis
not totally outside the parametersof the ideal
Gandhian conflicting process, as adjudication or even arbitrationwould be. After all,
Gandhi himself took pride in being a thirdparty assistant in so many disputes that he
could say that 'a largepart of my time during
the twenty years of my practice as a lawyer
was occupied in bringingabout privatecompromises of hundredsof cases',and 'that the
true function of a lawyerwas to unite parties
riven asunder' (Gandhi, 1940: 97; also
Weber, 1986: 695-697). In short, while the
Gandhianconflict processis generallyseen as
a bilateralone, Gandhi himselfmay haveperceived a role for mediatorssimilarto the one
advocated by the champions of transformative conflict resolution as aiding in a spiritually and morally enriching process by not
merely going beyond issues of power and
rights, but even those of interests,to ones of
relatedness(Dukes, 1993: 50).
In this vein, Bush & Folger (1994: xv)
have recently argued that mediation has the
potential to do more than produce agreements and improverelationships.They go so
far as to arguethat it can transformpeople's
lives. They make the very Gandhian point
that conflict affords opportunity for moral
development and that the role of the mediator is not only to find solutions to problems
but also 'to change people themselvesfor the
better';they complain that this potential has
largelybeen overlooked.
Bush & Folger (1994: 2) see this transformativeprocesscoming about through two
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effects: empowerment (giving disputing
parties a sense of 'their own value and
strength and their own capacity to handle
life's problems')and recognition (generating
feelings of'empathy for the situation and
problems of others'). Recently this approach
has been utilized in victim/offender mediations, but perhaps its value has not been
taken as faras it could be. Some theoristsfeel
that the transformativedimensions of mediation, that is, empowermentand recognition,
matter more than the settlement, not only
because of their intrinsic value but also 'as
expressionsof a much broadershift to a new
moral and social vision' (1994: 4).
Although role-plays by nonviolent
activists, in preparationfor involvement in
situations of direct physical conflict, may
explore the use of creativesuffering,no one
has yet devised techniquesof conflict resolution or negotiation practice that are so
specifically Gandhian as to place a large
emphasison self-suffering.Perhapsthis is not
possible or even thought to be desirable;
however, the shift from a model of conflict
resolution that was traditionally based on
power and coercive bargaining to one of
problem-solving processes that aimed to
resolve conflicts (rather than merely settle
immediatedisputes)seems to have produced
conflict resolution processes with strong
similarities to the preliminary phases of
Gandhi'ssatyagraha,and some new theoretical thinking about the broaderdimensionsof
approaches to conflict has strong parallels
with Gandhi'squest for an existentiallymore
satisfyinglife.
In Gandhi'svision satyagraha
was not only
a useful technique for the resolution of conflicts, and the satyagrahiwas far more than a
mere practitionerof a certainskill.The satyagrahi was the embodiment of an ideal, and
the satyagrahilifestylewas the lifestyleworth
living. In claiming that a person's 'highest
duty in life is to serve mankind and take his
share in bettering its condition' (Indian
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